Comparison of Hydroxyapatite Coatings Produced Different Powder Morphology
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Abstract

Metallic biomaterials are attractive materials for application orthopaedic implants because of their significant mechanical properties. However, metallic biomaterials are generally biocompatible and are required to coat with osteoconductive coatings such as hydroxyapatite (HA) that is natural mineral found in bone tissue. Hydroxyapatite (HA), formulated as Ca\textsubscript{10}(PO\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{6}(OH)\textsubscript{2}, which has a great osteoconductivity properties with human organism and formed an inorganic part of the bone is used as a biomaterial to repair hard tissues and their configurations. Different methods such as plasma spraying, High velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF), laser, electrophoresis, dip coating, sol-gel methods are widely used to coat the metallic implant materials. On one hand plasma spraying is the most common and economical method for industrial applications, on the other hand, high process temperature of plasma spraying causes defects on HA structure and occurrence of secondary phases. The main effect on the decomposition of HA during spraying is affected by the main process parameters such as plasma gases, process voltage and current and feedstock materials. In this study, HA powders having different size distribution and morphology were used to compare their response for decomposition process. Furthermore, different plasma spray systems were utilized to compare coating structure after spraying. Coating were fabricated grade 5 titanium alloy and coatings were analysed using Scanning Electron Microscope and X-Ray Diffraction methods.
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1. Introduction

The development and use of metallic implants have been increased by the demands for bone repair, such as internal fracture fixation of long bones or dental implants to replace a loss or infected tooth. Metallic materials have been used dominantly for orthopaedic including temporary devices such as bone plates and screws [1]. Currently metallic materials have found application for dental application including orthodontic applications dental fillings. However metallic materials are need to be biocompatible, therefore some of the metallic materials such as titanium, cobalt, chromium and iron and their alloys are being used as implant materials [2]. Adhesion of implant and bone tissue also are taken into consideration for improving the metallic biomaterials’ response in the living body. In order to increase the adhesion of the metallic implants, coatings such as electrodeposition, thermal spraying, sol-gel are applied on to implant materials [2–4].

Thermal spray is one of the mostly used coating process for orthopaedic implants to coat calcium phosphate based powders. [5,6]. Hydroxyapatite found in naturally bones and dental enamels, which is a calcium phosphate based ceramic, is used to coat metallic implant surface
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in order to increase biocompatibility of metallic implant and to decrease recovery time of the patient [7–9]. Spraying HA powders with plasma spraying have found many commercial applications because of high deposition and porosity rates. However, high temperature during plasma spraying, which is the nature of the process, leads to decomposition of HA powders into different phases such as tetra calcium phosphate, tricalcium phosphate etc. and amorphous HA[10–12]. Decomposed phases exhibit different solubility in vivo condition and therefore decomposition of HA should be controlled during spraying. Different approaches proposed to control the decomposition during plasma spraying of HA with low plasma power or different plasma gases. In this work, two different commercially available plasma generators and feedstock powder size distribution were used to compare the decomposition of HA powder. Produced coating were analysed using XRD, SEM.

2. Materials and Method

Size distribution of commercially available feedstock powders (Biotal, Captal, UK) were determined by laser diffraction (Microtrack S3500, USA) method. SEM micrographs and size distribution results of the HA powders are shown in Fig.1. In order to spray the HA powders two different plasma generators (Triplex Pro 200 and F4 MB, Oerlikon Metco, Switzerland) were implemented and spraying parameters are given in Table 1. The special configuration Triple cathode design of plasma generator allows using higher voltage amount and it is not suitable to run with hydrogen plasma gas therefore plasma spraying parameters were set to obtain the same amount of energy to avoid the overheating the particles during spraying and prevent the excessive decomposition. Produced coating were metallographically prepared prior to microstructural examination. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was used for microstructural investigation. Samples were heat treated at 600°C for 1hour to eliminate the amorphous phase in the coating structure and X – Ray diffraction analysis (XRD) were implemented to analyse the coating structure before and after heat treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
<td>Single Cathode</td>
<td>Argon 55</td>
<td>Hydrogen 8.8</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Angular</td>
<td>Single Cathode</td>
<td>Argon 55</td>
<td>Hydrogen 8.8</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
<td>Triple Cathode</td>
<td>Helium 80</td>
<td>Argon 40</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Angular</td>
<td>Triple Cathode</td>
<td>Helium 80</td>
<td>Argon 40</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Results

It was observed from the SEM images of the feedstock particles that the spherical morphology powder was denser than angular particles. Angular particles consisted of smaller particles as compared to the spherical powder. In fact, both powders consisted of smaller particles but angular shaped powder showed less sintering of the small particles and gives them structural stability during spraying [13–15]. XRD analysis of the feedstock powders (Figure 2.) showed that both powders consist of HA according to PDF card 9-432 and showed similar pattern.

Figure 1 SEM Micrographs of the feedstock particles a) Particle size distribution d50= 30µm b) Particle size distribution d50= 60µm

Figure 2. XRD analysis pattern of the feedstock.
SEM micrographs of Sample 1 and Sample 2 are given in Figure 3 and showed that using the same plasma generator with different powder morphology and size distribution the coating structure did not change significantly. The interface between substrate and coating was observed without important delamination and bonding imperfections. Porosity and solidification cracks was observed along the coating structure which was expected due to the plasma spraying nature[14,16,17]. Porosity and surface microcracks of HA coating plays a vital role in living body to increase the adhesion between and bone tissue. Therefore, microcracks could be useful in terms of adhesion of HA coating to the bone tissue. However excessive amount of microcracks decrease the coating mechanical stability and structural integrity[18,19].

Same observation could be seen Figure 4 using triple cathode configurated plasma generator, coating structure did not change significantly depending on the powder morphology. Nevertheless, when plasma generators compared in terms of findings from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, microstructure of the coating changed slightly by lower microcracks and porosity formation. This observation could be attributed to the plasma gas flow ratio.

**Figure 3.** SEM Micrographs a) overall view of Sample 1 b) higher magnification of the Sample 1 c) overall view of Sample 2 d) higher magnification of the Sample 2.
XRD analysis results of as sprayed samples are given in Fig. 5. Coating produced with single cathode plasma generator (Sample 1 and 2) showed a decomposition after deposition (Fig. 5a) but coating structure mainly consisted of HA phase. As it could be seen from the magnified view of first sample’s XRD analysis pattern (Fig. 5b) coating structure decomposed to amorphous (ACP) and whitlockite phase (TCP) that is a calcium phosphate based bio ceramic with chemical formula Ca$_3$(PO$_4$)$_2$.
Fig 6 shows that the samples annealed at 600°C for 1 hour XRD results. After heat treatment decomposed Sample 1 and Sample 2 recovered to the original state. Surprisingly, sample 3 and sample 4 showed decomposition after annealing process a hump right side at main peak became visible matching with whitlockite phase’s main peak. Before annealing process, sample 1 and sample 2 showed a ACP phase but the other coatings did not show any amorphous broadening on the XRD pattern.

![Figure 6 XRD analysis results of as spraying coating a) all samples between XRD pattern 20-60° b) First sample XRD pattern between 20-40°](image)

4. Discussion

Microstructural investigations revealed that having higher plasma gas flow with triple cathode designed compared to single cathode plasma generator allowed higher plasma jet velocity resulting less time to heat flow and fewer microcrack formation[20,21]. High particle velocity played important factor on the porosity formation as well. These results could be useful in terms of decomposition of HA particles due to the fact that low heat input to the HA particle during spraying.

It is well known from the literature [11,20,22,23] that decomposition of HA takes place first oxyhydroxyapatite structure which is similar to HA with a $\Box_x$ void formation in the crystal structure and the reaction is given with following the formula;

$$Ca_{10}(PO_4)_6(OH)_2 \rightarrow Ca_{10}(PO_4)_6(OH)_{2-2x}O_x\Box_x + xH_2O \quad \Box_x = void$$

According to Heimann [24]oxyhydroxyapatite structure is similar to the HA structure therefore XRD pattern is similar to the HA pattern.

XRD analysis revealed that using coarse feedstock particle coating phase structure consisted of less amount of ACP phase. This condition could be seen from Fig.5a with less hump between 20-30 for the sample 2. Despite the coating produced with single cathode plasma generator, the coatings produced with triple cathode plasma generator did not show any decomposition after spraying. Using high amount of plasma gas flow resulted no decomposition in the coating structure. This result, as well, agreed with microstructural investigation.
Conclusion

HA coatings were produced successfully with different feedstock powders and plasma generators. Coatings showed typical plasma sprayed microstructure and coating microstructure did not change with the starting powders. However, using different plasma generator and plasma gases coating microstructure changed having less microcracks. From the XRD analysis coating produced with coarse particle showed less ACP phase. The coatings produced with triple cathode plasma generator did not show any significant decomposition but after heat treatment new peaks appeared indication that first step of decomposition. Further studies should be carried out to point the oxyhydroxapatite formation with high amount of plasma gases during spraying.
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